
Prepare them to handle the demands at KS4
Have a wide breadth and depth of Science knowledge
Engage pupils to have a love of Science

English
Year seven is such an exciting year in English! Buckle up your time travelling seat-belt as we whizz through the Victorian period
to pay a visit to Oliver Twist. Students review social, cultural and moral dilemmas whilst developing their analysis skills and
empathising with the tragic characters in this classic, canonical text. Then backwards to Athens circa 1600 with our best friend
William (Shakespeare to his fans) to study the magical, mystical love triangle in A mid-Summer Night’s Dream. Students grapple
the Elizabethan language while forming a clear understanding of the plot and themes in this timeless play. But it’s not all
literature, at Parkwood we also systemically teach grammar, language and writing skills so that students can really master the
core elements of literacy. Join us in our mission to provide a culturally rich, technically secure and phenomenally engaging
curriculum.

Science
Our aim for Parkwood science students at KS3 is to deepen and develop their knowledge and understanding of the world
around them. There are three main strands of focus for KS3 students:

In year 7 students explore a wide variety of practical skills where they will begin the year understanding how to safely
light a Bunsen burner and then go on to develop more technical practical skills which include, but are not limited to: filtration,
evaporation, condensation, chromatography and distillation. 
In addition to practical skills students will gain a foundation understanding in the 3 sciences, biology, chemistry and physics. In
Biology we delve into the functioning of living organisms where we begin to explore what they are made up of, what they need
to survive and students gain an insight into how living creatures are adapted to live in our modern world. During chemistry
lessons students will begin to understand what different substances are made up of and how we can physically alter the states
of matter. In physics, they will begin to understand the different forms of energy and how we can manipulate energy and forces
to provide useful products in our everyday life.

Year 7 
Curriculum

Our aim for Parkwood students is to deepen and develop their knowledge and
understanding of the world around them



Maths
Whilst studying our KS3 mathematics curriculum students will engage in number exploration, geometric reasoning,
proportional investigations and graphical exploration. Our mastery approach to learning gives students the chance to
develop and secure their understanding by revisiting prior knowledge in order to challenge new findings. We will explore
mathematics in finance, logic and cross curricular topics to encourage a love of our wonderful subject.

DT
Design Technology at Parkwood E-ACT Academy allows students to hone and develop their design and making skills within
our specially designed and fully equipped work spaces. Within Engineering we see how things work, from design and making
robots and 3d printing, to building bridges. We see how product came into being and test materials within our workshop
space. We have up to date machinery and we look at industrial working throughout the academic year.
Within Nutrition we don’t simply cook within our food room, we test and experiment with taste and ingredients. We learn
about allergies, health and safety, promote the use of sustainable living and fine motor skills.
We also encourage and promote a range of STEM events across to School in order to promote a rich and varied
curriculum.
 

Art
In Year 7 Art, we are dedicated in empowering our students with the ability to create top quality pieces. To enhance
confidence, we teach the importance of learning by making creative mistakes. This, in turn enables students to be prolific in
the creation of work, resulting in rapid improvements in the development of skills over a short amount of time. We start by
creating landscapes inspired by Van Gogh, using a variety of lines, marks and shapes depicting movement. By studying Van
Gogh, we discuss how creating art can be used as a form of therapy by appreciating beauty and helping with mental health
and general wellbeing. By looking at pop art and the work of Andy Warhol, we consider how art can turn ordinary pictures
and objects into something that is truly inspirational. Using Warhol’s skill of taking simple, vibrant colour, the students create
a portrait of an aspirational person within their life. Edvard Munch’s the Scream allows us to use art as a vessel for
expression, using colour in unusual and exciting ways. Some students choose themes such as sport or music to inspire the
creation of an exciting world of colour in their sketchbooks. Teachers within the department facilitate ideas shared by the
students, forging a purposeful and engaging learning environment. All pieces created by the students can go towards their
GCSE assessment, should they wish to choose Art in KS4.



Music
Music lessons at Parkwood E-ACT Academy will allow your child the opportunity to learn and experiment on lots of
instruments, such as electric guitar, acoustic guitar, bass guitar, drums, vocals, piano, rap and DJ decks. If there are any other
instruments your child would like to try or would like separate instrumental lessons, you can just ask
Mr. Swallow or Mr. McGillan to arrange them! Students will get the opportunity to work on the most update to musical
composition software to create original music in a variety of styles and will learn how to write music on drums,
guitar, piano, beats, and orchestral music. 
Parkwood offers a range of 1-1 music lessons on guitar, bass, drums, ukulele, piano and clarinet.  Where
possible we arrange lessons instruments through our local music hub.
At Parkwood E-ACT Academy we also have a different music clubs to take part in. Why not try out our choir, band
rehearsal, DJ Group, drum group, vocal groups or book a room for your individual practice time, for the instruments that are
too loud to try at home.

RE
Throughout your time at Parkwood you will study different topics and learn how religious people and non-religious people
respond to these topics. Some of the topics you will study throughout KS3 are;  
What is religion? 
What makes humans special? 
What are the implications of knowledge?
Our first Big Question we look to answer in Y7 is what is religion? This seems like a really big question but we look to answer
it by building our own island and learning about both religious and non-religious traditions and beliefs. We also look at
religions which are 'Beyond the Big Six' such as Jainism, Rastafarianism and the  Bahá'í faith. You may never have heard of
these but by the end of your time at Parkwood you will!

PSHE
Our thematic approach to secondary PSHE education covers all three core themes of the Programme of Study
(Health and Wellbeing; Relationships; and Living in the Wider World) over six half terms. 
The Programme Builder is designed to ensure our students have opportunities to develop knowledge, skills and attributes,
through a programme that is relevant and appropriate to the ethos of the school and the needs of its students.
Our Y7 students begin with transition to secondary school and consider aspects of personal safety in and outside school,
develop career plans and look at future options, teamwork and enterprise skills, work healthy routines
of diet and exercise, recognise influences on health and relationships and finally financial aspects of saving, borrowing,
budgeting and making financial choices.



History
History is your opportunity to travel through time from the comfort of your classroom at Parkwood Academy. Starting in Ancient
Sheffield you will explore how the world around us has developed, and how the great empires of Rome, Africa and Islam rose and
fell. As you move into Y8 you will look at how Renaissance monarchs treated their people before considering the impact of the
discovery of the New World by European settlers. At the end of KS3 you will look at how people made change happen- through
fighting, protesting, revolution and much more! All of this will prepare you to study your favourite time periods in even more depth
at GCSE and beyond

PE
The curriculum contributes to children’s overall development by helping them to lead full, active and healthy lives. The PE
curriculum provides a balanced range of activities for children through a variety of sports and activities. The curriculum is broad
and balanced so every student has an experience in which they can fulfil both potential and enjoyment so they have a thirst to
continue these activities outside of school. Some of the sports on offer include Football, Basketball, Rounders, Trampolining and
Tchoukball as well as many more.


